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BSC student killed by passenger train

By Anthony Fugig and Bryan Hayes

A northbound Cape Cod and Hyannis Railroad passenger train bound for Boston struck and killed a partially deaf 41-year-old Bridgewater State College student last Thursday afternoon as he was crossing the railroad tracks between the commuter lot and the Kelly Gymnasium lot.

William Murphy of Hanson was crossing the railroad tracks between the commuter lot and the Kelly Gymnasium lot. A fence normally separates the two commuter parking lots, with the footbridge as a means of crossing the tracks.

At the same time, the engineer sounded his warning horn as he approached the college. He was approached the Route 104/Summer Street railroad crossing near the Independent, Null factory. A fence normally separates the two parking lots, with the footbridge as a means of crossing the tracks.

Dillman, who was already starting to implement. All major changes must play a large role in evaluation, and in the policies of each department. That is the one (job) that has no bearing on this. No. 5

Dillman was appointed chairman of the Biology Department during his stay at Boyden Hall. That is the one (job) that has no bearing on this.

Brennan says that he will not be afraid to make any tough decisions that come his way during his stay as Bridgewater’s (President). He may not be around to see some of those plans come to fruition, however. Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater. He may not be around to see some of those plans come to fruition, however. Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater.

Brennan says that he will not be afraid to make any tough decisions that come his way during his stay as Bridgewater’s (President). He may not be around to see some of those plans come to fruition, however. Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater.

That idea is also expressed by Dillman. “This change was not entirely unexpected, and I discussed this change with Dr. Robert Brennan, the college’s president in 1987. The change officially was announced on Tuesday. Dillman’s temporary replacement in Academic Affairs is Dr. Ronald Brennan. In order to take this position, Brennan left his post as chairman of the Biology Department, which he had held for the past four years. He has been at Bridgewater for 27 years, and will hold the job of vice president of Academic Affairs, until a permanent replacement can be found. Brennan was asked by the board of trustees in the fall of 1987 if he would consider the post on an interim basis. He agreed, and the change officially was announced on Tuesday. Dillman says that he will not be afraid to make any tough decisions that come his way during his stay as Bridgewater’s (President). He may not be around to see some of those plans come to fruition, however. Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater.

That is one (change) that has no bearing on this. No. 5

Dillman was appointed chairman of the Biology Department during his stay at Boyden Hall. That is the one (job) that has no bearing on this. No. 5

Dillman’s temporary replacement in Academic Affairs is Dr. James Brennan. In order to take this position, Brennan left his post as chairman of the Biology Department, which he had held for the past four years. He has been at Bridgewater for 27 years, and will hold the job of vice president of Academic Affairs, until a permanent replacement can be found. Brennan was asked by the board of trustees in the fall of 1987 if he would consider the post on an interim basis. He agreed, and the change officially was announced on Tuesday. Dillman says that he will not be afraid to make any tough decisions that come his way during his stay as Bridgewater’s (President). He may not be around to see some of those plans come to fruition, however. Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater.
SBG student killed by passenger train

By Bryon Hayes

El, a died one day after being involved in an accident as she was riding at Main Avenue crossing in Cohasset. Ironically, in the October 20th edition of Bridgewater Today, El was featured in an article covering safety for cyclists. The accident occurred on November 4.

MACFEST

This past Tuesday the Bridgewater National Guard of Computer Science departments sponsored MACFEST, which explored new techniques in teaching mathematics and computer science and new expanded techniques in teaching.

Part-Time Positions

Northeast apparel, a highly successful national retailer, is opening a new store in the Braintree area. Additional part-time positions are available in the distribution center located in Braintree.

Part-time hours:

5:15 to 8:15
Monday through Friday
5:15 to 1:00
Saturday

Jobs will include:

Packaging merchandise

Benefits:

Health Services benefits college

To the Editor:

Health Services benefits college

In happens in an instant, faster than you can say the words "I love you," and people, from strangers to family, may leave school because of an accident. People may have to deal with a medical emergency and may have to worry about who will pay the medical bills. What if an accident happened to you? The only way to protect yourself is to have health insurance.

In conclusion, if the definition of community is the sense of belonging and the feeling of sharing, then the definition of community life is the sharing of responsibilities and the feeling of belonging. It is essential for the community to encourage their residents to participate in the sharing of responsibilities and in the feeling of belonging. The community life is the sharing of responsibilities and the feeling of belonging.
To the Editor:

College should first, the amount of time that not to dwell on tragedy, but Health Services benefits elapsed between my reaching experience. However, my goal is EMT's arrived. It was and still not free will. We sacrifice over administered CPR until the cross the tracks. It's society that 200,000 that we can get from one place to bridge, but it's a lot easier to just makes us do the easiest thing, victim simply used the pedestrian could have been avoided had the other quickly.

BSC, tracks that cut it in half. Now, I scene of the accident and with the talking about the automobile!

It's also creating far too much paperwork for students, faculty and the Registrar's office. Workers take students to the bridge, we saw the police and firemen, and conveniently scheduled. The train was a bridge, the firemen, and conveniently scheduled. BSC, Department of Mathematics No one should have to climb the bridge.

...
New adventures of the Ron Squad

By Russ Sherman

Bills and welcome to the adventures of the Ron Squad, adventures of great campaigns, financial wizardry, and secret messages. This week's adventure: The oil rig from hell and the great (non) buyout.

Hello and welcome to the weekly Bay Area commentary... of the Ron Squad.

One of the privileges of being a political consultant is the adulation that comes from public opinion behind the scenes. It is known in Washington that a well-executed campaign can fool even those who are not paying attention. diced

To start off this show, a look at the new album: My Life, the new album: My Life, the story of the new album: My Life, the world of the new album: My Life. Many people will probably disagree with the new album: My Life, but it is an album that showed a lot of what a campaign can do.

For the record, we are not in the oil business, and I mean record. Was it all that fun? The new album: My Life is an album that showed a lot of what a campaign can do.

New adventures of the Ron Squad, just as you don't know what you're getting when you buy a new album: My Life. Not a proper retaliation for the original Iranian attack. I am in the Persian Gulf, we do have a very serious problem. American businesses and just want to call it the Persian Gulf crisis. But enough on the Persian Gulf.

We have to face the fact that American businesses are not going into places where it doesn't have the Congress. When elections were held last spring, I was under the impression that we were electing people to the standards that I would expect of somebody I had known to be a political consultant.

We have to face the fact that we are not going into places where it doesn't have the Congress. When elections were held last spring, I was under the impression that we were electing people to the standards that I would expect of somebody I had known to be a political consultant.

So we find our hero coming to the aid of his fallen comrade, and America should not go into places where it doesn't have the Congress. When elections were held last spring, I was under the impression that we were electing people to the standards that I would expect of somebody I had known to be a political consultant.

This week's adventure: The oil rig from hell and the great (non) buyout.
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Entertainment

R.E.M. : An unexpected disappointment, but 10,000 Manics please all in attendance

By Dave Spuria

Sunday night, I attended the Worcester Centrum to watch a concert featuring R.E.M. and opening act, 10,000 Manics. Many people will probably disagree with me when I say that the show included a lot of a concert should do best.

To start off the show, 10,000 Manics came out to perform tracks from their new album, "By My Side." Lead vocalist Natalie Merchant showed range and clarity as she sang "Petrol Station," and she stood around, swinging for the fences. She had backed her equality and completeness on tracks like "Petrol Station." "Talk About the Weather," and "Train," demonstrating fantastic range and intensity and verbosity.

Overall, the band seemed to give them a lukewarm reception for adapting to the situation well. The intermission was short, the band proceeded with a slew of new material from their most recent album, "Document," which so many R.E.M. faithful sang along with. Finally, "Driver 8," and "Fall On Me" was a little gem in front of the sold-out crowd, which gave them a luke-warm reception at best.

Only during "A Campfire Song" did the crowd come alive. This is where R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe was also behaving for the off-ramp. I decided to wait for the second encore. They gave us "Laid" and "It's the End of

The Comment

Marc Jordan : newest big dreamer from the state of California

By Dave Spuria

California has brought some songs that define the state of California, Water, Wine, Zion, Down the Hill, The California Collection, and many others. Each of these songs shows California's state of mind, its music fresh and innovative. I'm a New Englander, I didn't come out of the state of California, but I was an interesting person. This collection also makes the statement that the band also has a theme that is unique. I wish the band was more hat-in-the-cap of the state of California.

The stage was set with the "I Love California," the California Collection, and the California Closet. This collection also has a theme that is unique in California. The band also has its own theme that is unique in California. This collection also makes the statement that the band also has a theme that is unique in California. The band also has its own theme that is unique in California.

Marc Jordan has a theme in his songs that define the state of California. Water, Wine, Down the Hill, The California Collection, and many others. Each of these songs shows California's state of mind, its music fresh and innovative. I'm a New Englander, I didn't come out of the state of California, but I was an interesting person. This collection also makes the statement that the band also has a theme that is unique in California. The band also has its own theme that is unique in California.

The stage was set with the "I Love California," the California Collection, and the California Closet. This collection also has a theme that is unique in California. The band also has its own theme that is unique in California. This collection also makes the statement that the band also has a theme that is unique in California. The band also has its own theme that is unique in California.
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CLUB NEWS

Sunday, November 8

The International Club is holding its annual Model United Nations event in the Center Ballroom.

Students will represent a country and exchange views on the said topic from the countries they choose to represent. All interested students are strongly encouraged to come and meet in the Campus Center Office after class hours.

IMPORTANT NOTE: At the October 30th meeting, President Indelicato will be joining us to discuss adult concerns at the college. The meeting will be at 12:00 to 1:00 on Wednesdays (free entrance).

Forensic Tournament

The Forensic Teams (Dramatic and Competitive Speaking Teams) will meet in the Campus Center Pit to discuss upcoming tournaments. They are Suffolk Screamers, Darien Dominance, and many more. Hop in to learn more about this exciting event!

Road Race Winners

Congratulations to all those who ran with the S.M.A.R.T. Club at the Homecoming Road Race. The winners were as follows:

Mens 24 and under: Adam Young, 17:00
Womens 24 and under: Debra Willis, 19:21

The "bear" facts

By Mona R. McNamara

Homecoming Weekend brought many changes to Bridgewater. The football team advanced to the playoffs, 18-10. The Red and White dinner became an Oxford Bridgefest and a new addition has arrived on campus. We have a brand new bear warmer!

On October 9th, President Indelicato unveiled the new bear. The bear is meant to act as the University’s mascot.

This bear weighs 8 feet tall and is located in front of the Kelly Gym, it was donated to the university by Mr. Ashley.

The story behind the bear is that it was sold for $2,000, and after the sale and the buyer decided not to use it.

According to President Indelicato, this is a great example of how the bears are always in demand.

The bear is now a part of the campus and will be a great addition to the already impressive collection of bears on campus.

WBIM's specialty shows: a variety of sounds

By Mona McNamara

You left all your favorite reggae tapes at home, and can't afford to buy new ones. You're tired of the Top 40 funk, and hopscotch played by the major Boston stations. You just would like to try listening to something different for a while. Well, don't despair. 91.5 FM, WBIM, Bridgewater State College's radio station is a viable alternative.

WBIM offers a wide variety of specialty programming to appeal to the varied music tastes of the college community.

Jim Vaughn, a student advisor at WBIM, and a former station manager said that "Club 91," a folk show which is produced by Paul Indelicato, is the most popular with college students. It has been on WBIM for a long time. It is an integral part of the station.

A new feature this year is "The Vicious Cloud," hosted by Vaughn and Uris on Mondays from 9:00 to 12:00. This is a heavy metal program.

According to Vaughn, a second popular program is "Metal Mayhem" hosted by Bob Lang. This program airs on Thursdays from 9:00 to 12:00, and is devoted to heavy metal music.

This music is created by instruments that are not normally heard by the average person in the context they are used here. This program is produced by the local progressive community.

The program focuses on industrial music. This music is created by instruments that are not normally heard by the average person in the context they are used here.

This program received more requests than any other specialty show. The program has a strong following.

WBIM's "Club 91" is hosted by Vaughn and Uris on Mondays from 9:00 to 12:00. The program is devoted to heavy metal music.

This music is created by instruments that are not normally heard by the average person in the context they are used here.

This program received more requests than any other specialty show. The program has a strong following.
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Model United Nations, Sunday, Nov. 1

The International Club is holding its annual Model United Nations on November 8 from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Campus Center Ballroom.

The issue being discussed this year is "Women's Rights." Students will exchange views on the said topic from the morning they choose to represent. All situations are strongly encouraged to represent a country and participate in this openset system. Please stop by the International Office for more details on your assigned country and for your assigned secondary country.

Lambda Gamma Chi

Thanks for your support of our hurts collection. It was quite successful. Enjoy your surprised friends, family, or anyone you like with one of our special "February" theme chocolates. Candy and treats. They will be delivered to their rooms on our campus on Thursday the 29th. Last order is the 23rd at the front of the bookstore. Don't miss out.

The dangers and consequences of drinking and driving are real and very serious. The B.C. and we've glad to see some precautions being made across the country and now here on our campus. Thanks for supporting the newly formed B.C. S.A.D.D. chapter.
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WBIM's specialty shows: a variety of sounds

by Mena McNair

You'll find all your favorite reggae tapes at home, and can't afford to buy new ones. You're tired of the Top 40, funk, and heavy metal played by the major Boston stations. You just would like to try listening to something different for a while. Well, here's your chance. WBIM, Bridgewater State Col-

lege's radio station, is a viable alternative. WBIM offers a wide variety of specialty programming to appeal to the varied music tastes of the college community.

Jim Vaughan, a student advisor at WBIM, and a former station manager said that "Club 91," a folk show which is produced by Paul Beven, is the most popular with college students. It has been on WBIM for a long time. It is an integral part of the station. Furthermore, Bob Lang also has a strong following.

"The college community is fascinated with world music. They buy mostly folk music," Vaughan added. "Club 91" can be heard four times a week, from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. According to Vaughan, a second popular program in "World Music" hosted by Bob Lang, this program aired Thursday from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m., and is devoted to heavy metal music. This music is extremely popular with the students of Bridgewater College and community.

"World Music" receives more requests than any other specialty show.

Save UTS, WBIM staff mem-

ber, said the reason that the show is so popular is that the 14-18 year-old real population likes it regularly. "Once they hear a station that they like, they stick with it," he said. "One more reason that (Lang) is so successful is that he plays "new" music. Lang just doesn't only stick on the classics. He plays music that in and of itself might not be played on regular radio."

A third program that is important to WBIM's "These Goes the Neighbourhood," hosted by Colin Braxton and Barry Hughes. It can be heard Tuesday nights from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. This program focuses on jazz bands from this area. The music that is played mostly is progressive.

"Since we are a college station we help local progressive music," said UTS.

"This Victim's Cabaret" is hosted by Vaughan and Ursula on Mondays from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. The program is devoted to a wide range of musical genres. This music is mixed by music that is not normally heard by the average person in the current that they are burned.

This program represents a few of the more popular Special shows on WBIM. The show has been on Monday through Saturday from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. Thursday is devoted to special programming, especially on Wednesday, jazz, new age, and easy progressive music.

WBIM 91.7 FM

The "bear" facts

by Mena McNair

Homecoming Weekend brought many changes to the sports. The Red and White Dinner hosted the annual Homecoming game and our new logo has arrived on campus. We have had more bear warmers! Football homecoming games are of course an event in the fall.

On October 10th, President Anderson unveiled the new logo. The "bear" means to us that D'Amour Hall and Bridgewater State College.

This season was marked in 1985 when the football team was centroid. The bear means to us to symbolize: all of Bridgewater's athletic teams.

The school holds a college-side concert on the tailgating of the Bear. According to Dr. Tracy Baldwin, a fellow scholar of the bearnamed Robert Calhoun (class of '85), won twenty-five dollars for the name "Brizal." The former student of Bridgewater State College, R.inds for west, and age.

This bear wants 8 feet tall and is located in front of the K_EPS Gym, was designed by the Bear's head. The Bear was burned on campus.

This bear wants to be known as the "Bear." The bear means to us to symbolize: all of Bridgewater's athletic teams.

Many students feel that the bear would be: a bear that should be burned on campus. Most students are concerned about vandalism. However, others feel that just by being where the games are played, it seems suggested that they should burn it. The football fans keep the crowd afer. Others have agreed with the back of the D'Amour Center, in place on the week of november, an orange "Bridgewater"
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

A Mass of Remembrance for William Murphy

The Catholic Center
October 25-7:00 P.M.
Together, Let Us Pray

Sunday Brunch Returns
Sunday, October 4th

Please find the best kept secret in Bridgewater & Enjoy!

New Pub New Menu
14 Summer St. Bridgewater
967-9456
Now serving 11 am-Midnight Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11am-2pm Dinner 5pm-9pm Monday thru Saturday
### Men's Rugby BEATS North Adams State

By Steven King

The Bridgewater Bears scored 5 tries against North Adams State in the first half, taking a 21-0 lead. The Bears controlled the game from the start, dominating both the physical and mental aspects of the game. The Bears' defense was solid, holding North Adams State to just 1 point in the entire game.

### Men's Soccer team defeated by RIC

By Angela Cornetelli

The men's soccer team was defeated by RIC on a goal in the 60th minute. The Bears had control of the game, but were unable to convert their chances into goals. The Bears will look to bounce back in their next game.

### BSC Water Polo team beats Holy Cross, 10-6

By Mike Young

The BSC water polo team opened the season with a dominant 10-6 victory over Holy Cross. The Bears were led by a strong performance from their goalkeeper, who made several key saves to keep the Crusaders at bay. The Bears' offense was also impressive, scoring 6 goals in the first half.

### Classic vinyl from Nick Lowe: Labour of Lust

By Dave Stearns

The Convosan has decided to feature this album on their vinyl collection, as it features some of the best tracks from Nick Lowe's career. The album includes hits like "Don't Send Us Any Flowers" and "Cruel to Be Kind." It's a great addition to any music lover's collection.
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**BSC Water Polo team beats Holy Cross, 10-6**

By Mike Young

The BSC water polo team opened up a successful Homecoming Weekend with a 10-6 win over Holy Cross at the CCC Gym last Friday night. The Bears finished the season 5-0 against the Crusaders and should be well positioned to place in the conference in the playoffs. The win was BSC's third straight against Holy Cross and the second straight meet in the Campaign-10.

Holy Cross scored at the 4:11 mark, but David Goodrich doing the honors. Holy Cross co-captain Bob Hoefer, and James Scott Goodrich, while the Bear's second quarter were scored by David Floek played aggressively throughout the game.

The Bears were very excited over the win of the game, as it was their last home game of the 1987 season. After School Water Polo Conference and they should be well positioned to place in the conference in the playoffs. Before the game, it was paid in memory of Scott Goodrich, who was playing in his last appearance before graduation.

The Bears will play next week in the Bob Graves Classic, which will be the final meet of the季.
The Comment

Thursday, October 22, 1987

Announcements

S.A.M.E. Speaker - The Management Consultant Marjorie Silwood - Regional Personnel Director of Aetna. The talk will be on Wednesday, October 28 at 3 p.m. in room 232 Old Main and discuss personnel problems and recruiting in the Northeast region. All students and junior year seniors majoring in Business are invited to attend. You will receive a free ice cream cone.

Conference of Sacred Sounds - On Friday, October 30, the Protestant Campus Ministry at Bridgewater College is sponsoring a free Concert of Sacred Sounds. For more information about the program and the location, contact the Campus Ministry Office.

R.M.C. falls, but 10,000 Maniacs take up the slack

At 10:00 p.m. tonight in the Multipurpose Room in the Student Center, R.M.C. will perform. The concert will feature 10,000 Maniacs, who are the opening act for the headlining act, R.M.C.

The Comment

BSC student killed by passenger train

By Anthony Fagan and Bryan Hayes

A northbound Cape Cod and Hyannis Railroad passenger train bound for Boston struck and killed a pedestrian the morning of Thursday, October 22 in the vicinity of the town square of Central Square, BSC.

An 18-year-old male resident of the town of Bridgewater was killed when he was struck by the train just before the train entered the station.

The BSC fire department said that the victim was pronounced dead at the scene by EMTs and police officers.

The name of the victim has not been released by the police department.

Bears shut out Fitchburg for Homecoming victory

The Bears will face the UMass Boston Beacons in their second home game of the season tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.

S.A.M.S. meetings and announcements

S.A.M.S. meetings and announcements will be held on Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center.

Money for college you don't have to pay back

At 11 a.m. today in the Student Center, there will be a free workshop on how to get money for college you don't have to pay back.

The workshop will be presented by a representative of the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Authority (MassHEAA).

Changes take place in administration

Dillman replaced as v.p. of Academic Affairs

By Bill Shoemaker

Among the many changes to take place in the past few months at BSC is the replacement of Dr. Robert Dillman as vice president of Academic Affairs. Dillman's subsequent appointment as vice president of Academic Planning, Dillman's temporary replacement in Academic Affairs, Dr. James Brennan.

Dillman has been looking into jobs outside of Bridgewater since January, when he was named interim president of the university. Brennan has been serving as interim president of the university since January.

That idea was also expressed by Dillman. "This change was a good way," and I discussed this with Steve over the summer," he said. "But after two years, I have to move on." Dillman said that he is happy with the decision and the change officially went into effect today.
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